CCAP New Panel Attorney Guide - It’s All About Efficiency Series: Managing Your
Practice1

A discussion about managing your practice has two components: (1) What goes on inside your
office and (2) what goes on outside your office. “Inside your office” refers to doing what you
can get compensated for within the Court Appointed Counsel (CAC) system, i.e. reading,
researching, and writing. The key to an efficient and productive “inside your office” is creating
templates and checklists to keep you on track and organized. “Outside your office” refers to
networking and continuing education. This component is equally important to developing an
efficient practice. By interacting and learning from others who do what you do, you will more
quickly come up to speed on what you need to know, both substantively and in terms of
managing your practice.
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This article was drafted by panel attorney Conness Thompson who provided first-hand
knowledge for starting up a new practice as appointed counsel. CCAP wishes to thank Ms.
Thompson for sharing her insights to pass on to others. The project perspective is interwoven to
complete the picture. As always, counsel is encouraged to determine what approach works best
for your own practice.
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Inside Your Office
To efficiently manage the “inside your office” component of your appellate panel practice, you
will need a variety of status/activity logs, checklists, and templates, as well as a samples and
blurb bank. How these documents are actually titled is not important. For example, the Case
Activity Log could also be called a checklist. The Timesheet Template could also be called an
activity log. What is important is that you create tools to keep track of what you have done, to
make sure you have not forgotten to do something, and to quickly and efficiently produce work
product (i.e., what you can get paid for).

Status/Activity Logs
R The small amount of time it takes to maintain status/activity logs is well-worth the
investment to keep you efficiently on track and organized.
The idea behind creating status/activity logs is to keep everything straight - what is due when,
what has already been done, what still needs to be done, on whom/what are you waiting, etc.
Although it takes additional effort to maintain these types of logs, which initially may not seem
an efficient use of your time, that effort more than pays off when your case load builds and you
are feeling a bit lost and cannot remember which case is which, or where you are at on all of
them. Build good habits at the start. It is very efficient, and calming, to take a quick look at your
logs to re-center yourself, than to frantically check dockets, scribbled notes, your case file, etc. in
an effort to orient yourself. Two useful status/activity logs are an Appeal Status Log and a Case
Activity Log.
Appeal Status Log
This log gives you a topline of what point in the appeals process all of your cases are at in any
given point in time. Because appeals move through distinct phases, e.g. AOB, ARB, OA, and
Opinion, this is one way to organize this log. If you find that a different organizational scheme
works better for you, go with that instead.
See the Appeal Status Log sample in the Appendix at page i.
Case Activity Log
There are two purposes for a case activity log. One is to help you remember all of the steps
necessary for managing your appeal. The other is to keep track of the actions you have taken on
a particular appeal. The sample included in the Appendix provides a starting point. If you find
that the sample has more detail than you need, or does not have enough, customize accordingly.
As the appeal progresses, not all of the items listed on the log will apply, so simply delete them.
Conversely, if there is a status update you want to include beyond those on the template, simply
add it. Several of the Case Activity Log milestones are discussed below.
See the Case Activity Log sample in the Appendix at page ii.
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Case-Related Email Notification.
After you accept a case from CCAP, go online to the case docket on the court website and sign
up for automatic email notifications for the case: http://appellatecases.courtinfo.ca.gov/index.html
This will result in you receiving an email when certain milestones occur: the record on appeal is
filed, a brief is filed, calendar notice is given, the disposition is determined, the remittitur has
issued, and a petition for review has been granted in the California Supreme Court, etc.
Docket Link
The automatic case-related email notifications are a great tool. However it is limited in that it
will not notify you of many other important milestones that may occur in a case. These include
milestones such as the date a document you sent to the court was received by the court, a request
for and granting of an EOT or motion to augment, whether a court reporter has finished
transcribing an augmentation request, etc. While some of these occurrences generate a notice
that will be mailed to you, if your mailbox is offsite and you do not check it every day, you may
not be as up-to-the-minute as you would like to be. The solution is to check the court docket.
The most efficient way to do this is to create docket links, which will save you from having to
type in the case numbers for all of your appeals each time you want to check the online docket.
To create a docket link, simply save the web address for the docket page as a “favorite” (Internet
Explorer) or a “bookmark” (Firefox). When you create the favorite/bookmark, give the link the
name of your case so that you can quickly find it in your favorites/bookmarks dropdown menu.
Conflicts Check
California Rules of Professional Conduct, rule 3-310, requires an attorney to disclose in writing
to a current client any previous legal relationship with a party or witness that would substantially
affect the attorney’s representation of the current client. CCAP also needs to be notified if a
conflict is discovered, and the nature of it. If you are not already maintaining a conflicts list, you
need to develop some way to keep track of this. A sortable and searchable electronic list is the
easiest and most efficient way to do this. Even though Excel is a spreadsheet program often used
for computing, it is a great tool to use for creating a conflicts list.

Record Checklists
R Record checklists are the most efficient way to manage the record - not only will they
ensure that you do a thorough review of the record, but also they will save you time later
when you are writing your brief or preparing for oral argument.
Record Checklists are a good way to summarize the record, issue spot, and determine whether
anything is missing or anything should be augmented. At first blush, it may seem inefficient to
take the time to type page citations and summary notes while you are reading the record. You
will quickly appreciate the true efficiency payoff when it is time to write the statement of facts
and the statement of the case. You will appreciate the efficiency even more when it has been a
while since you read the record, for example where you read two other records while waiting for
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augmented materials on the first case, or when it is time to prepare for oral argument and eight
months have passed since you read the record. The sample Record Checklists included in the
Appendix are intended to be a starting point, from which you can customize as needed.
A more comprehensive Record Checklist Worksheet is also available on the CCAP website:
http://www.capcentral.org/resources/basics/source_docs/record_checklist.pdf
Clerk’s Transcript Checklist
See the Clerk’s Transcript Checklist - Criminal sample in the Appendix at page iii.
See the Clerk’s Transcript Checklist - Dependency sample in the Appendix at page v.
Reporter’s Transcript Checklist
See the Reporter’s Transcript Checklist - Criminal sample in the Appendix at page vi.
See the Reporter’s Transcript Checklist - Dependency sample in the Appendix at page vii.
Normal Record
The California Rules of Court require certain documents be included in both the clerk’s
transcript and the reporter’s transcript. (See Cal. Rules of Court, rules 8.320, 8.407.) By using
Record Checklists to make sure that that all of the required items have, in fact, been included,
you can efficiently and thoroughly review the record for missing items.
Augmenting the Record
If you want to augment the record with items not listed in the normal record rules, you need to
ask the appellate court to grant your request. This is done via a motion to augment, in which you
make your argument as to why adding the requested item to the record is necessary in this
particular case. By taking page-specific notes while you read the record, you can efficiently
support your motion to augment with cites to the record. This will both help the appellate court
understand the basis for your augmentation request and, if granted, help the superior court
prepare the augmentation.
Issue Spotting
While the universe of potential arguable issues on appeal is large, there are some areas that come
up more frequently than others. Your Record Checklists can remind you to keep an eye out for
these. Examples of potential arguable issues that come up a lot include, but are not limited to:
incorrectly calculated custody credits, unauthorized penalty assessments, jury instruction errors,
erroneously admitted hearsay evidence, failure to suppress evidence.
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Adverse Consequences
Your Record Checklists can also remind you to check for adverse consequences, about which
you will need to alert your client. Adverse consequences frequently occur in the areas of
custody credits and mandatory penalty assessments.

Templates
R Increase your efficiency by creating templates for reoccurring, routine tasks.
There are a number of tasks that you will do again and again: tracking your time, letters to
clients, letters to trial counsel, AOBs, ARBs, etc. The more you can automate each of these, the
more efficient you will be. The list below offers template suggestions and, where helpful,
samples of suggested formats.
Timesheet Template
In order to be compensated for your panel work, there are two things you need to do: (1) Keep
track of your time to the tenth-of-the-hour and (2) submit an eClaim. Given this, you need to
develop a system for tracking your time. Trying to remember how much time you spent on a
particular task after-the-fact is not only inefficient, but also most likely inaccurate. Handwritten
notes of when you started and stopped working on a task may work, but it results in your being
less efficient than you could be. One of the easiest and most efficient ways to keep track of your
time is to set up a Timesheet Template in Excel. When you start a new case, simply save a copy
of the Timesheet Template for the case and start tracking your time. By using such a template,
you can also increase your efficiency related to the other part of being compensated for your
panel work: submitting an eClaim. To achieve this efficiency, set up your Timesheet Template to
mimic the 1-24 categories in the eClaim online form in step #6. The sample Excel-based
Timesheet Template in the Appendix does this because it was created based on the Statewide
Guidelines found on the CCAP website:
http://www.capcentral.org/claims/statewide_guidelines.pdf. For keeping track of your caserelated expenses, you can use another tab in your Excel Timesheet Template to track these
expenses.
See the Timesheet Template sample in the Appendix at page viii.
Letter Templates
For any given appeal, you will be drafting both milestone letters and unique-to-the-case letters.
Milestone letters are those that are triggered by a milestone that occurs in the appeal: routine
introduction letters to your client and trial attorney at the start of the appeal, AOB has-been-filed
letters, RB has-been-received letters, etc. Milestone letters such as these can be saved as
templates and used again and again. Just make sure that you customize any letter you send so
that it reflects the current case. (Nothing is more embarrassing than sending a letter to “Mr.
Jones” when it is “Mr. Smith’s” case.)
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Sample client letters can be found on the CCAP website at:
http://www.capcentral.org/resources/language/spanish.asp. This will take you to the Spanish
Resources page in the Foreign Language Resources section of the Resources tab. Use the
English translated version of the Spanish letter for English samples of routine letters. Other
foreign language letters include: Hmong, Laotian, Punjabi, Russian, and Vietnamese. The pretranslated routine letters can save you to additional cost of translation, and using a translator only
for letters that need case specific information addressed.
Envelope Templates
You will be mailing to certain parties over and over: your CCAP buddy, the Attorney General
(for criminal appeals), your client, your client’s trial attorney, yourself in the form of a selfaddressed stamped envelope, the 3DCA and 5DCA. Set up envelope and/or label templates for
these reoccurring parties so that you can efficiently print an envelope or label when you need it.
Brief Templates
Except in the rare situation (e.g. your client chooses to abandon the appeal), you know you will
be drafting a brief of some type for each of your appeals. Maximize your efficiency for this
process by creating Brief Templates (AOB, ARB, Wende, Phoenix H). While you cannot know
the exact contents of these briefs, you do know that each will have a cover page, table of
contents, table of authorities, sections and headings, word count certificate, and proof of service.
When it is time to start drafting your brief, simply open the corresponding template and type in
the case-specific information, such as the appeal and trial case numbers, client name, which
appellate court, etc. Before you start to write the contents of your brief, you will have a
document that feels like you have already done a lot of work on it, which can be a great
motivator.
Tip: Remember to “save as” and re-name the template at the start so you don’t overwrite your
handy template! One way to protect your templates is to designate it in your word processing
software as a “read only” document.

Banks
R Keeping a personal samples and blurb bank will allow you to quickly and efficiently
create new documents based on what you have previously created.
Another way to maximize your efficiency is to keep your own samples bank and blurb bank.
Reinventing the wheel is inefficient and maintaining your banks will help you avoid this. While
CCAP is one source for a brief bank (California Appellate Defense Counsel, discussed below, is
another), it is worth your time to create your own banks. The reason for this is when you search
banks created by others, you are doing so without knowing what is in them. With your own
banks, you are already familiar with the work you have done, you just need an organized and
searchable place to find what you are looking for.
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Samples Bank
This category is called Samples Bank instead of Brief Bank because to maximize your
efficiency, you will need to be able to quickly pull up samples of documents in addition to your
briefs. A good system is to create categories in your Samples Bank for the reoccurring
documents you do, e.g. extensions of time, motions to augment, Fares letters, record correction
letters, etc. After you have filed one of these documents, in addition to saving it in the case file,
also save it in your Samples Bank. When you save it, note the court of appeal in which it was
filed. This way, the next time you are doing an extension of time (EOT) request in the 3DCA,
you can go into your EOT folder in your Samples Bank, pull up one of your 3DCA EOTs, and
use it as a template for your new EOT. Just make sure that you proof it really well before you
file it to make sure you have not forgotten to delete any information from the prior request.
For the briefs portion of your Samples Bank, it will make more sense to organize it by
substantive issue, e.g. equal protection conduct credit, unauthorized sentence, lesser included
offense, etc. Because your AOBs will often have more than one issue in them, you can either
save the entire AOB in all relevant issue categories, or cut-and-paste the particular issue and just
save that. As you start out, you may find that you are able to remember which cases involved
what issues. Even if you are blessed with this precision of memory, after awhile you will find
yourself asking, “Was Perez the suppression of evidence case, or was it Fazzio?” It will be
terribly inefficient to search through your case files trying to find the right brief. If, instead,
from the start you have created your own brief bank, organized by subject matter, not only will
you quickly figure out that Fazzio was the suppression case, but you will also find Illingworth,
which you had forgotten involved a suppression issue.
Blurb Bank
A blurb bank is like a brief bank, but it is organized by “blurbs.” A blurb is any cited material
relevant to a something that tends to come up a lot, such as a standard of review, a statement that
raising an unauthorized sentence on appeal is not waived for failure to raise at sentencing, etc.
You know it is time to set up a blurb bank when you find yourself writing an AOB and saying to
yourself, “I know I have used a good citation for this proposition before . . . what AOB was it?”

Outside Your Office
One aspect of a panel practice that is different from a retained practice is that you do not have to
spend time networking in hopes of attracting new clients. For many panel attorneys, this is one
of the many attractive features of panel work. However, this does not mean that you should
therefore eschew networking and instead spend your days alone in your office. You should still
get out there and network. But you are not networking to drum up business. Instead, you are
networking to keep yourself in the loop regarding current legal trends and to pick up tips and
tricks from others. By seeking out opportunities to interact with other panel attorneys, you will
learn about new ways to manage your practice, how to handle difficult client or prison
administrator situations, how others have approached a particular issue, etc. In addition,
assuming that at some point you would like to take vacation longer than a weekend, it is helpful
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to have a panel friend who can keep an eye on the court dockets for your cases while you are
away. Below are some suggestions for interacting with other panel attorneys.

California Appellate Defense Counsel (CADC)
R CADC is a statewide organization of court-appointed criminal and dependency appellate
attorneys, which offers several active listserves and local chapter monthly meetings
where one can earn MCLE credits.
CADC is a statewide organization “dedicated to improving appellate advocacy in criminal and
dependency cases, and improving the lives of counsel representing indigent parties on appeal.”
CADC has over 400 panel attorney members. In addition to the networking and continuing legal
education aspect of CADC, CADC also represents the interests of panel attorneys before the
Legislature, the AOC, and AIDOAC. CADC has lobbied on issues of rates of compensation,
appellate court policies, and works to improve relations with the projects.
Although CADC is a statewide organization, the dynamic of the group expresses itself through
the local chapters, which are free to members. Local chapters meet monthly or bimonthly,
depending on the chapter. Most of the local chapters focus themselves on either criminal or
dependency work. Chapter meetings feature a speaker who presents a topic of interest.
Attendees typically receive 1 hour of MCLE credit for attending. In addition to the local,
monthly meetings, there is an annual weekend convention, which alternates between Northern
and Southern California locations.
Another valuable benefit to being a member of CADC are the listserves. CADC maintains six
listserves, which include topics on criminal law, dependency law, capital appellate and habeas
issues, and appellate practice in general. Once you sign up for one or more of the listserves, the
questions that get posted to the selected listserve(s), as well as the responses, are delivered to
your email inbox in the form of an email. If you have a question to post or a response to offer,
doing either is as simple as sending an email to the listserve or replying via email to a post.
Examples of what might show up on one of the listserves are: “I want to raise issue X based on
the following facts [], but cannot find any caselaw on this topic - has anyone ever briefed this
before?” “My prison-based client is refusing to accept the record now that the appeal is done.
What should I do?” “Does anyone have a sample letter stating their unavailability for oral
argument on particular dates?” “What source(s) would you recommend to aid a pro per client in
preparing state and/or federal habeas petitions?” Etc., etc.
Finally, as mentioned above, CADC maintains a members-only brief bank.
To learn more about CADC, go to: http://www.cadc.net/.
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California Attorneys for Criminal Justice (CACJ)
R CACJ focuses on both trial and appellate level criminal law, offering MCLE seminars
and webinars throughout the year.
CACJ’s focus is criminal law, both at the trial and appellate level. It currently has over 2000
members comprised of criminal defense lawyers and allied professionals. CACJ describes its
mission as “defend the rights of persons as guaranteed by the United States Constitution, the
Constitution of the State of California and other applicable law; preserve due process and equal
protection of the law for the benefit of all persons; to enhance the ability of its members to
discharge their professional responsibilities through educational programs, publications and
mutual assistance; and protect and foster the independence of the criminal defense lawyer and to
improve the quality of the administration of criminal law.” Within the broader category of
criminal law-oriented MCLE seminars and webinars, CACJ provides MCLE seminars of interest
to appellate attorneys. Finally, members receive a weekly email summarizing case law of
interest to attorneys focused on criminal law.
To learn more about CACJ, go to: http://www.cacj.org/.

Pacific Juvenile Defender Center (PJDC)
R PJDC focuses on juvenile delinquency defense, at both the trial and appellate level,
offering MCLE seminars and an active listserve.
PJDC is the regional affiliate of the National Juvenile Defender Center, covering California and
Hawaii. PJDC provides support to juvenile trial lawyers, appellate counsel, law school clinical
programs and nonprofit law centers related to the representation for children. PJDC members are
involved in a variety of projects to promote best practices in juvenile defense, including the
Juvenile Indigent Defense Action Network, an Amicus Committee, a group of attorney subject
matter experts, policy development, trainings and publications, and a web-based resource center,
including a resource bank. PJDC provides CLE seminars of interest to appellate attorneys.
PJDC’s Juvenile Defender Listserv provides an active forum for juvenile defenders and
advocates to post queries and share ideas, experiences and knowledge about a broad array of
juvenile justice topics.
To learn more about PJDC, go to: http://www.pjdc.org/.

Local County Bar Associations, Appellate Law Sections & New Attorney Clubs
R Many local county bar associations offer MCLE luncheons and other activities that may
be of interest to appellate counsel.
Look online for a local county bar association. This is often a good source for lunch seminars,
networking opportunities, and public service opportunities. For example, the Sacramento
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County Bar Association has both an active Appellate Law Section as well as a Barristers’ Club.
(Any person who is a member of the Sacramento County Bar Association is automatically a
Barrister if they are (a) under 36 years of age; or (b) has been in practice five years or less;
whichever is later.) The Fresno County Bar Association also has a new Appellate Law Section
as well as a Young Lawyers Association (FCYLA) which strives to build camaraderie and
provide opportunities for new lawyers to interact in order to continue the tradition of a close-knit
association between local practitioners. (FCYLA is composed of those members of the Fresno
County Bar Association who have been members of the State Bar of California for five years or
less or are 36 years of age or younger. Those who meet these criteria are automatically members
of FCYLA without payment of dues.)
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Appeal Status Log
(Created in Excel)

i

Case Activity Log
(Created in Excel)

ii

Clerk’s Transcript Checklist - Criminal
(Created in Word)

Case Name (Appeal#)
Date

CT REVIEW - CRIMINAL

Things to Check for in CT
Y/N What
Were custody credits properly calculated? Possible adverse consequence.
Were mandatory penalty assessment assessed correctly? Possible adverse consequence.
Did the judge read jury instructions for EVERYTHING for which client was charged?
Was everything that is required to be in the normal record included? See below.
If a guilty plea case, is there a certificate of probable cause?
Prosecution grants / defense denials (motions, jury instructions, objections, etc.).
Normal Record - CT Criminal
Y/N What
The accusatory pleading (information, juvenile wardship petition, complaint) and any
amendment. (Rule 8.320(b)(1).)
Any demurrer or other plea. (Rule 8.320(b)(2).)
All court minutes. (Rule 8.320(b)(3).)
All jury instructions that any party submitted in writing and the cover page required by
rule 2.1055(b)(2) indicating the party requesting each instruction, and any written jury
instructions given by the court. (Rule 8.320(b)(4).)
Any written communication between the court and the jury or any individual juror. (Rule
8.320(b)(5).)
Any verdict. (Rule 8.320(b)(6).)
Any written opinion of the court. (Rule 8.320(b)(7).)
The judgment or order appealed from and any abstract of judgment or commitment.
(Rule 8.320(b)(8).)
Any motion for new trial, with supporting and opposing memoranda and attachments.
(Rule 8.320(b)(9).)
The notice of appeal and any certificate of probable cause filed under rule 8.304(b).
(Rule 8.320(b)(10).)
Any transcript of a sound or sound-and-video recording furnished to the jury or tendered
to the court under rule 2.1040. (Rule 8.320(b)(11).)
Any application for additional record and any order on the application. (Rule
8.320(b)(12).)
And, if the appellant is the defendant . . .
Any written defense motion denied in whole or in part, with supporting and opposing
memoranda and attachments. (Rule 8.320(b)(13)(A).)
If related to a motion under (A), any search warrant and return and the reporter’s
transcript of any preliminary examination or grand jury hearing. (Rule 8.320(b)(13)(B).)
Any document admitted in evidence to prove a prior juvenile adjudication, criminal
conviction, or prison term. If a record was closed to public inspection in the trial court
because it is required to be kept confidential by law, it must remain closed to public
iii

inspection in the reviewing court unless that court orders otherwise. (Rule
8.320(b)(13)(C).)
The probation officer’s report. (Rule 8.320(b)(13)(D).)
Any court-ordered diagnostic or psychological report required under Penal Code section
1203.03(b) or 1369. (Rule 8.320(b)(13)(E).)

CT
Vol. 1
(Page #)

What
Notice of Appeal:
Judgment/Order (Dispositional Order if juvenile) from which appealing:
Abstract of Judgment:
· Counts found true/term/time:
o Count 1:
o Count 2:
· Enhancements:
o Count 1:
o Count 2:
· Fines, fees, assessments:
o Type:
· Credits:
Complaint/Information/Juvenile Wardship Petition.
Probation Officer’s Report.
Jury Verdict Forms.
Admission of guilt, admission of allegations
Certificate of Probable Cause
Any documents admitted into evidence to support prior conviction used for
enhancement or increase in charged outcome.
Sentencing minute order
Remaining minute orders
Pre-trial motions
In limine motions
Juror requests or questions
Verdict forms
Post-trial motions
Jury Instructions (requested, refused, given, withdrawn)
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Clerk’s Transcript Checklist - Dependency
(Created in Word)

Case Name (Appeal#)
Date

CT REVIEW - DEPENDENCY

Normal Record - CT Dependency (Juvenile)
Y/N What
The petition
Any notice of hearing
All court minutes
Any report or other document submitted to the court
The jurisdictional and dispositional findings and orders
The judgment or order appealed from
Any application for rehearing
The notice of appeal and any order pursuant to the notice
Any transcript of a sound or sound & video recording tendered to court under rule 2.1040
Any application for additional record and any order on the application
Any opinion or dispositive order of a reviewing court in the same case
Any written motion or notice of motion by any party, with supporting and opposing
memoranda and attachments, and any written opinion of the court

CT
Vol. 1
(Page #)

What
Notice of Appeal: Order/Judgment appealable? Timely? (If not, see CCAP
Article Doctoring Dependency Defaults.)
Judgment or Order from Which Appealed:
WIC s. 300 Petition:
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Reporter’s Transcript Checklist - Criminal
(Created in Word)

Case Name (Appeal#)RT REVIEW - CRIMINAL
Date

Normal Record - RT Criminal
Y/N What
The oral proceedings on the entry of any plea other than a not guilty plea. (Rule
8.320(c)(1).)
The oral proceedings on any motion in limine. (Rule 8.320(c)(2).)
The oral proceedings at trial, but excluding the voir dire examination of jurors and any
opening statement. (Rule 8.320(c)(3).)
All instructions given orally. (Rule 8.320(c)(4).)
Any oral communication between the court and the jury or any individual juror. (Rule
8.320(c)(5).)
Any oral opinion of the court. (Rule 8.320(c)(6).)
The oral proceedings on any motion for new trial. (Rule 8.320(c)(7).)
The oral proceedings at sentencing, granting or denying of probation, or other
dispositional hearing. (Rule 8.320(c)(8).)
And, if the appellant is the defendant . . .
The oral proceedings on any defense motion denied in whole or in part except motions
for disqualification of a judge and motions under Penal Code section 995. (Rule
8.320(c)(9)(A).)
The closing arguments. (Rule 8.320(c)(9)(B).)
Any comment on the evidence by the court to the jury. (Rule 8.320(c)(9)(C).)

Page

What
Items to find in the RT based on CT.

If noted in CT - Did I find:
Pre-trial motions
Pre-trial hearing on plea negotiations
Hearing waiving jury trial
Post-trial motions
Vol. 1
[WHICH] Hearing, [DATE].
(Page #)

vi

Reporter’s Transcript Checklist - Dependency
(Created in Word)

Case Name (Appeal#)RT REVIEW - DEPENDENCY
Date

Normal Record - RT - Dependency (Juvenile)
Y/N What
(1)Except as provided in (2), the oral proceedings at any hearing that resulted in the order
or judgment being appealed.
(2)In appeals from dispositional orders, the oral proceedings at hearings on
(A)jurisdiction and disposition; and (B)Any motion by the appellant that was denied in
whole or in part.
(3)Any oral opinion of the court.

Page

What
Items to find in the RT based on CT.

(Page #)

Vol. 1
[WHICH] Hearing, [DATE].

vii

Timesheet Template
(Created in Excel)
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